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THINK & SHARE Questions to get your group talking 

When you were young, who did you pretend to be? What was appealing about “being” that person/character?

The phrase “you need to love yourself more” is problematic. What problems are there with the concept of 
self-love?

STUDY & DISCUSS Questions that invite you to dig deeper into the week’s material & your own life

A. Sin is more than outward behavior; it’s an internal heart issue. How is sin the state of being consumed with 
yourself? In what subtle ways do people express this?

B. Pretending was cute when you were young. Why does 
pretending now that you are anything other than what you 
are make a mockery of the gospel?

C. Being honest and authentic with other believers and letting them speak truth into your life is hard. We aren’t 
able to do it without the gospel. Pastor Josh said that apart from the gospel, we are on a spectrum somewhere 
between pride (I’m good enough, and you can be too if you’re more like me) and despair (I’ll never be good 
enough, and I can’t be helpful to others). 

Would you say that you fall more on the proud side of the spectrum or the despairing side when it comes to 
honesty? 

What are some of the concerns you have that make it difficult for you to move toward authenticity and 
openness?

D. The Christian life is not meant to be viewed from the sidelines! The gospel beckons us to get on the field 
with others and fight together for their good, our good, and God’s glory. Passivity in Christianity isn’t sitting 
still; how is it actually moving backwards?
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Sin is the inability to be your authentic 

self before others and God.   

Søren Kierkegaard (paraphrase)
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E. As you look around at your Life Group, these are your one-anothers, the people you are called by Scripture to 
be authentic before, listen to, and to encourage and help.* How does encouragement really work? If it is more 
and deeper than a compliment, what is it? How can your group begin to create a culture of encouragement?       
*The New Testament contains 50+ admonitions regarding how Christ-followers treat one anther. These are often called "the one anothers."

PRAY & COMMIT Questions for your breakout prayer time and challenges for the rest of your week

A. Consider the last part of question E, how can your group begin to create a culture of encouragement? What 
is your next step to make real encouragement part of your group? As individual group members, consider 
these two questions:

How will I be more authentic with people in my group so that I can receive the encouragement that I need?

How will I move toward becoming a person who is “safe” for others to talk to and receive encouragement 
from?

B. Pastor Josh said, “The gospel leads to making habits that encourage us to turn away from our functional 
saviors.” What is a functional savior? (Think about the function of a savior.) How and why do these things get 
integrated into our life?

MORE  Questions to challenge 

Pastor Josh said, “The gospel leads to making habits that encourage us to turn away from our functional 
saviors.” What is a functional savior? (Think about the function of a savior.) How and why do these things 
get integrated into our life?

“Therefore, the Christian needs another Christian who speaks God’s Word to him.  He needs him again 

and again when he becomes uncertain and discouraged, for by himself he cannot help himself without 

belying the truth.  He needs his brother man as a bearer and proclaimer of the divine word of salvation.”   

Dietrich Bonhoeffer


